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Rksumk. Le fluage des cdramiques contenant une phase vitreuse est ddcrit en faisant une

rbfbrence particulidre aux rbsultats obtenus sur des nitrures de siliciurn frittbs. Nous concluons

qu'il y a deux mbcanismes importants. Ce sont l'bcoulement visqueux et le fluage par dissolution-

prbcipitation. Les moddles pour ces processus sont passbs en revue, et comparbs h des rbsultats

expbrimentaux sur S13N~. L'bcoulement visqueux contr61e le comportement en fluage pour les

faibles dbformations h basse tempbrature («1250 °C). Nous avons des bvidences de fluage par
dissolution-prbcipitation I 1325 °C.

Abstract. The creep of glass-containing ceramics is outlined, with particular reference to data

for sintered silicon nitride. We conclude that there are 2 important mechanisms. These are viscous

flow, and dissolution-precipitation creep. The models for these processes are reviewed, and are

compared with experimental data for Si~N~. At low strains and moderate temperatures
(«1250°C), viscous flow controls the creep behaviour. However, we find evidence for

dissolution-precipitation creep at 325 °C.

InUoduc6on.

Many Structural ceramic materials are difficult to sinter to full density. Silicon nitride is a good
example. Diffusion is too slow for sintering to proceed at temperatures below that at which

pure Si~N4 dissociates. It is therefore common to add oxide powders to aid in Sintering. These

produce a liquid phase during sintering which greatly enhances maSS transport. In the case of

Si~N4, the oxides most commonly used are Y~O~ and AI~O~, typically Several weight percent of

each. The liquid also contains SiO~ which is always present on
the surface of Si~N4 Powders. In

the case of Si~N4, the liquid has a secondary function-namely to enhance the transformation of

a-Si~N4 to the p phase. Followiig liquid-phase sintering, the liquid either solidifies into one

or more crystalline phases, or forms a glass (or some combination of these).
In this paper, we discuss the creep behaviour of ceramics which contain An intergranular

glass phase following sintering.,A model for creep by viscous flow is presented, and discussed

in relation to creep studies on sintered Si~N4.

Creep behaviour of sintered silicon uiUide.

A detailed description of the material used in this study, and of the experimental methods
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Fig. I. Bright field/dark field TEM micrographs of the as-received microstructure, showing the

amorphous grain boundary phase.

employed, is given elsewhere [1, 2J. The material in a commercial Si~N(, Kyocera 5N220,
containing Y203 and A1203. By means of neutron activation analysis the additive amounts

have been estimated at 4.2 wtili Y~O~ and 3.8 wtili AI~O~. The micristructure consists of

p-S13N4 grains, ranging in size from 0.25 to 1.5 ~Lm, with some elongated grains 3 to 8 ~Lm in

length (see Fig. I). In addition, the material contains a Y~O~-AI~O~-SiO~ glass. This appears
both as tllin layers between grain boundaries, and as pockets interspersed amongst the

Si~N4 grains. Upon annealing, in the temperature range 1200-1250 °C, this glass partially
crystallizes. The extent of crystallization and the crystalline products formed depend on

position within the sample, as indicated in figure 2. The dominant crystalline phases in the

interior are Y2S120~ and YAG (AlsY~oi~). These phases are also found near the surface of

samples annealed in an inert atmosphere. However, when the samples are annealed in air,
devitrification is accompanied by oxidation and YAG is no longer found. Instead, mullite

(Al~si~oi~) is seen along with Y~Si~O~. Figure 2 also gives the results of an extensive analysis
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Air (Centre) and Air Anneal (Surface)

Inert Anneal 1250°C

1250°C

20 ± 3 wlo Y2S1207 50 ± 8 w% Y2S1207

19 ± 4 wlo Y3A15012 22 + 5 wlo Als S12013

61+ 7 w% residual glass 27 + 2 wlo residual glass
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Fig. 2. The composition of grain boundary glass, both before and after annealing are indicated on this

Y~O~-AI~O~-SiO~ ternary diagram, along with the phases that precipitate from the glass.

of glass composition, before and after annealing, using electron energy loss spectroscopy
(EELS) of thin foils in the electron microscope.

The application of EELS to the analysis of amorphous regions offers some advantage over

energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). However, a new methodology needs to be

developed in order to obtain quantitative analyses to within 5 iii accuracy. The details of such

a methodology, along with the condition used for the current analysis, are published
elsewhere [I lJ. Figure 2 shows the glass composition before and after annealing. Two points

are noteworthy. First, there is a systematic shift in the glass composition to higher

SiO~ contents, with a new stable composition developing within 200 hours at 1250°C.

Second, the glass composition after annealing is independent of the crystalline phase formed.

An elemental mass balance has been used to assess the degree of recrystallization. This

indicates that within the bulk material, about 60 iii of the glass remains in the vitreous state.

The Si~N4 grains do not appear to participate in this process (I.e. nitrogen is not dissolved into

the glass up to the detectability limit of about 5 iii). The crystalline phases are difficult to

nucleate and extend around several Si~N4 grains (see Fig. 3). As noted above, the nature of

the crystalline products is different near the surface of the specimens. Moreover, the extent of

crystallization is considerably greater. However, since creep sample surfaces were refinished

following annealing, this difference in crystallization behaviour near the surfaces does not

affect the creep results reported below.

Four-point bend creep studies of this material, both in the as-sintered condition and
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Fig. 3. A bright field-dark field pair of Kyocera SN 220 following annealing. A Y2S120~ particle has

nucleated and grown around several Si~N~ grains.

following annealing, have been performed. The creep appears at first sight to be quite normal

(Fig. 4). However, careful analysis of the creep strain rate d as a function of time or strain

(Fig. 5) shows a steady-state region at low strains (< 0,3 iii at 200 °C) followed by a region
of continuously decreasing strain rate. The steady-state region exhibits power-law behaviour

(d «") with an exponent n, of 4. The critical strain at which the strain rate begins to

decrease e~, also increases with stress, although weakly. Prior annealing does not significantly
alter the steady-state strain rate. It does, however, reduce e~ slightly.

Testing has also been performed in compression. The results are broadly similar. However,
the region of decreasing strain rate occurs at much lower strains than in bending.
Consequently, steady°state behaviour is not generally observed.
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Fig. 4. A set of typical creep curves for SN 220.
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Fig~s. Strain rate-strain plots for the same data as in figure 3, showing a typical plateau region
followed by a rapid decrease in strain rate.

The effect of creep on devitrification has also been studied using the tecltnique described

above. Within the experimental accuracy of the technique, we find no difference in the glass
composition in tension or compression, or as compared with samples annealed in the absence

of stress.

Creep mechanisms.

Several models have been proposed to explain the creep of glass-containing ceramics, and

these will be briefly reviewed here.

The grass acts, first of all, as a fast diffusion path, in which material is dissolved at

boundaries of low or negative stress, and redeposits at boundaries of high stress. Thus, a

modified version of the Coble creep equation can be developed [3J

d
= «

~~~~ ~
«

(l)
kT L~

where C~ is the solid solubility of the crystalline phase in the glass and D~ the diffusion

coefficient in the glass, H is the glass layer thickness and L the grain size. Raj and Chyung [4J

later noted that this mechanism could be controlled, not by the diffusion kinetics, which may

be quite rapid, but by the kinetics of dissolution. This leads to a modified equation for creep :

d=~~«

where K is the kinetic constant for dissolution.

An altemative mechanism involving dissolution has been proposed by Pharr and Ashby [5].
Here it is supposed that dislocation plasticity occurs at points of contact between grains,
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alternating with dissolution of the interfaces thus produced by the glassy phase. This leads to

an equation for creep of the form

Dgcgy~il
d~

~~~~
f(")

where Y~ is the solid-glass interfacial energy and f(«) is a complex function of the stress

state.

Another possible creep mechanism involves viscous flow of the glass phase, as illustrated in

figure 6. There have been several models developed for this process. Some of these, for

example, that by Pharr and Ashby [5], treat only the shear of a viscous fluid. This ignores the

constraint imposed by the impingent of adjacent grains. Thus a realistic model must consider

the squeezing of liquid from between the grains, driven by a pressure gradient along the

interfaces. Such a model, for a linear viscous fluid, has been developed by Drucker [6] and
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Fig. 6. A schematic illustration of creep controlled by viscous flow.

extended to include the strain dependence of flow by Dryden et al. [7]. Ibis leads to a creep

rate of the form :

3
f~ "S(EN)

~ 8 ~

where ~ is the glass viscosity, f is the normalized glass layer thickness f
=

2 HI IL ), and

S is a function of the normalized strain e~(= elf) :

3(1 eN)~ (l + 2 eN)~
~~~~~

~ (l + 2 eN)~ + 2(1 + e~)~

More recently this model has been further extended to consider the case of a non-linear

viscous glass with a constitutive law of the form I
=

# i ", where I and
r are the shear strain

rate and stress respectively, while # and n are material constants [8J. In this case the creep

rate has the form f~

d
=

C#R(e~)
« (~
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where

and

~

(' + 2 EN)~~~ (' EN)~~~
~ ~~)

"

~
j~j ~ 2 ~~~(n+2)/n ~ ~)/n~j ~~~(n+2)/njn'

The strain rate dependence function R(e~), is plotted as a function of strain in figure 7,

assuming a creep exponent n =

4, and using the same log-log scale used to plot the creep data

(see Fig. 5). It shows a region of constant strain rate, followed by a decrease in strain rate

above a critical strain. The maximum strain which can be achieved by this mechanism is

greater in tension than in compression, by a factor of two.
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Fig. 7. The strain dependent function R(e~) is plotted as a function of normalized strain

e~ for tension and compression.

Discussion.

The creep of sintered silicon nitride at 1200-1250 °C exhibits two distinct regimes. Below a

critical strain, the strain rate is constant. Above this strain, it starts to decrease rapidly. This

behaviour cannot be explained by models for flow based on diffusion through the glass, since

these predict a steady-state over a wide range of strain. Moreover, there is no evidence, based

on TEM observations, of any dislocation activity of the type required by the Pharr and Ashby
model for dissolution enhanced plasticity. The data therefore suggests that viscous flow is the

most likely mechanism for creep in this material. The models for this process [7, 8] do predict

a strain-dependent creep rate (see Fig. 7) which is consistent with that observed (Fig. 5). The

drop in strain rate predicted by the model has been fit to the data using the glass viscosity

parameter 4 and the glass layer thickness H, as the adjustable parameters. The viscosity
parameter fixes the value of the plateau strain rate, while H fixes the strain at which the creep
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Fig. 8. A schematic strain rate-strain curve indicating the transition from viscous flow at low strains to

a different mechanism (e.g. dissolution-precipitation creep) at higher strains.
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Fig. 9. The creep behaviour of 5N220 at 325°C, indicating a transition to a second creep
mechanism.

rate drops. The shape of the d E curve is predicted very well in this way. Moreover, the

value of H used is in the range 14-20nm. This is in reasonable agreement with the

observations of Clarke [9] of glass thickness between 2 and lo nm in MgO doped
Si~N4 which had been quenched from 1450°C. We therefore conclude that viscous flow

controlled creep is responsible for the creep behaviour of this material in the range 200 to

250 °C.
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The question remains however, as to the general applicability of this conclusion. It seems

likely for example, that under different conditions the process of dissolution-precipitation

creep will be important. We therefore postulate a scenario as outlined in figure 8. In most

glass-containing ceramics, at temperatures required for creep, the glass will have a low or

modest vi>cosity and can be expected to flow. For modest viscosities, the viscous flow process
will be expected to dominate at low strain and for measurable times. Following this, the strain

rate will decrease. If the rate of dissolution-precipitation creep is sufficient,
a new steady-state

will then be established. We have studied this possibility in Kyocera 5N220 at 1325°C

(Fig. 9). At this higher temperature, the viscous flow regime is over very quickly. There is

clear evidence at larger strains of the approach to a new steady-state, although fracture

generally intervenes.

If the viscosity of the glass is very low, then the viscous flow regime will be very short.

Indeed, it will be completed during the period of specimen loading. Thus the viscous flow

strain will become part of the initial loading strain. This is the case for 2-phase alloys above

the melting temperature of one of the phases (see for example, the work of Vaandrager and

Pharr [10] on copper containing liquid bismuth).

Conclusions.

The creep of glass containing ceramics occurs by a combination of viscous flow and

dissolution-precipitation creep. Viscous flow tends to dominate at low strains but is limited to

a strain of order H/L, where H is the thickness of the intergranular glass, and L is the grain
size. Dissolution-precipitation creep is observed at higher strains, but only if the strain rate

due to this mechanism is high enough. Thus, for the material studied here, at temperatures up

to 1250°C, only viscous flow is observed. Both mechanisms are apparent, however, at

325 °C.
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